Play bingo like never before! Catch the virtual bingo balls
outdoors to form lines on your coupon. Be the first to form
1 line, 2 lines and full house bingos to get bigger points.
How to use the app
You may zoom the map
in/out to view game items

Your own bingo coupon
is also on the map

A new bingo ball is drawn
roughly every minute

Form bingo lines by
catching bingo balls

The fastest players to
form bingos get bonus

How to play the game
1. Install free ActionTrack app from App Store or Google Play. Start the app and join the game.
2. Your target is to form bingo lines on your coupon by catching virtual bingo balls outdoors.
You may form horizontal, vertical and diagonal bingo lines. All are accepted.
3. You may see your 5x5 bingo coupon on the map, just zoom in/out and pan.
4. In the beginning, there are 15 bingo balls right away available in the game area. A new
bingo ball is drawn roughly every minute, and the new ball appears somewhere on the map.
Lottery animation can be set off (or on) using the SETUP at the bottom of the bingo coupon.
5. To create a mark on your coupon, you need to catch a bingo ball that matches any number
on your coupon. To catch a ball, simply go to the ball. You may touch the ball icon on your
mobile device screen to see the actual area on the map where you need to go.
6. Notice that also the sum of the last two balls caught is accepted. For example, If you catch
the balls 10 and 7, and you have the number 17 on your coupon, you'll get a mark on it.
7. The first players to form 1 line, 2 lines and full house bingos will get 1000, 2000 and 5000
points, accordingly. Other players will get 100, 200 and 500 points, accordingly.
8. In addition, the first players to get 5 marks, 10 marks, 15 marks and 20 marks on their
coupon get 100 points each.
9. The game ends after 10 minutes from the moment the first player forms a full house bingo.
Warning
Be careful when you walk around. Pay attention to buildings, vehicles, animals and
other people. Have fun, but do not hurt yourself or others, neither damage any property.

